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Cycling is a great way to get outdoors, whether it's on a road bike or mountain bike ride. Learn more about cycling on the cycling channel. Review InformationTime Played: 8 hoursPlatform: PS4 ProUnlike the kickflip most of us never came close to achieving in our youth, Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1+2 is a perfectly executed remake. It offers
in all the areas that fans of the original would expect, and sweetens the deal by adding all the modern needs we demand of today's video games: sumptuous graphics, great performance, and more challenges in the game than you can pop an Ollie over. After many unsuccessful attempts to revive a series that was all but dead, developer
Vicarious Visions has shown there is life in the old Hawk yet. Collect-a-thon challenges, ludicrously large combos and gravity-defying grinds are present, and there are even cases where the game manages to transport it back to the hallucination days of 1999.What is it? A grounded remake of Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1 + 2Release date?
September 4, 2020What can I play? PS4, Xbox One and PCPrice? The standard edition is $39.99 USD, £34.99 UK, AU$54.99Out with the old (Image Credit: Activision)You get two superb Tony Hawk games for the price oneA should buy for fans of the original games, but it might not resonate with a younger audience The moment you
boot Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1+2 hit you firmly on feelings with a wave of nostalgia. Rage Against The Machine's Guerilla Radio begins to play, and a considerably older-looking Tony Hawk proves that age is only a number as it pulls off its famous 900-degree turnaround. It's still quite the feat, and it's a subtle reminder that, yes,
skateboarding is still incredibly cool. Before long, skaters from a bygone era make an appearance - Bob Burnquist, Eric Koston and Kareem Campbell lit the asphalt with various tricks, laps and grips that become more impressive when you consider that most of them are now well into their 40s. And then the new blood comes in: the stars
of the skating of the future. These days, it will be these skaters, rather than Tony, who will ultimately encourage a greater number to pick up this wooden plank with wheels attached - skaters like 18-year-old Aori Nishimura and 28-year-old Leo Baker. It is a symbolic moment; a changing of the guard, where the baton is passed to the
younger generation. Tony Hawk's games put pro skating and The Birdman on the map after all. Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1+2 will feel like comfort food, and it's a dish we'll be delighted with in the throat for many months to come. The biggest obstacle that Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1+2 may have to overcome is whether today's youth cares
about or even Tony Hawk for that matter. For all the mists that are getting bigger all the time (but feeling younger in their minds), this it was always supposed to be a day purchase, especially if it was good (note: it's excellent). But Tony Hawk's games were very much a phenomenon of the late 90s and early 00s, and the various
unsuccessful attempts to resurrect the series only solidified that view. But here we are in 2020, and Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1+2 proves that these games were always great, no matter if you have or didn't (or had) a skateboarding affiliation. For anyone who feels like their best years are behind them - their reviewer included, Tony Hawk's
Pro Skater 1+2 will feel like comfort food, and it's a dish we'll be throaty-delighted for many months to come. C-C-C-combo maker (Image Credit: Activision)The cheat system is sublimeNailing a huge combo is super satisfyingLevels remain surprisingly challenging and that's because, even after all these years, the simplistic arcade-style
game holds up remarkably well. Running down a stupidly steep slope to catch some crazy air remains an undeniable thrill, while trying to stop your toppling skater during a monumental grind remains a rewarding feat. If you're new to the series, the face buttons and directional input combination allow you to perform a variety of jumps,
tricks, grabs and grinds. Most of the game loop involves hovering over (and over) obstacles while exploring the map to find the best areas to score points. The more tricks you combine, the higher your score will be, and the faster you can pull off special risk/reward moves that will actually see you accumulate the points. Each level is also
broken down into a number of mini-challenges. You have two minutes to complete as many as you can, but unlimited attempts to do so. Most tasks require some skill and technique to accomplish, such as scoring a certain amount of points before the timer runs out, or reaching a specific area to collect or destroy certain items. Bringing the
Birdman (Image Credit: Activision)Revert and the manuals change the game Tony Hawk has never seemed so goodEmven bailing has been significantly improvedSo what brings Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1+2 to the table that's new? While no doubt everyone will have their own favorite entry in the series, Tony Hawk's first two games set up
many elements that we love. Levels like the Warehouse, Hangar and Venice are as fun to skate now as all these years. The difference, however, is that everything looks and plays significantly better. The biggest improvement is the inclusion of mechanics introduced in later entries such as Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 3. The tricks can now be
stuck by removing backs and manuals, and have a transformative impact on the way games play. Now it can monstrously assemble large combos Face the many game levels in completely new ways. Purists are probably obsessed with trying to overcome the competition and complete everything the game has to offer – and there's a lot to
overcome. You also notice the improvements in the game graphics. This is a nice looking game, especially on screens with hdr capability. It's hard to imagine him used to spend hours skating around largely empty levels, with tasteless textures and ugly geometry - though he obviously didn't feel like it at the time. The action feels
satisfyingly smooth, too. The game now runs at 60 frames per second for a supersensitive experience - it made it all the more remarkable when the slightest mistake can cause your skater to bail on the pavement. Speaking of bails, Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1+2 also improves on this all too common event. Previously, your skater would hit
the deck after a failed trick and fight around the pain for a period of time. Now, however, his skater is almost virtually rewound, making bails much less frustrating and disruptive overall. He's pretty sick. Bring Tha Noize(Image credit: Activision)Online leaderboards are a great new additionUpgrading your skater's stats makes the game more
forgivingThere are a crazy amount of challenges to complete Veterans of series will likely explode through the game's 17 levels relatively quickly, but the sheer amount of in-game challenges and online leaderboards have the potential to provide countless hours of entertainment Purists are probably obsessed with trying to head the
competition and complete everything the game has to offer – and there's a lot to overcome. There are plenty of customization options you can unlock – such as new boards, clothing, logos and in-game extras – by completing various milestones. Pro tip: If you really want to maximize your chances of getting the highest possible scores,
collecting all the stats for each skater is a must. These points can improve the balance of your skater, air time and maximum speed, which essentially gives you a greater chance of success when you are on your board. But that's not all. Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1+2 also includes a level editor and online multiplayer. You won't find a large
suite of options here, but the ability to play with a friend - especially during these difficult times - adds an extra layer of longevity to an already sweet package. VerdictA sublime remake that will feel like a great homecoming for fans and an exciting revelation for newcomers, Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1+2 is a two-game classic remake. The
Birdman threw imself into the hearts of countless players in 1999, and by 2020, his legacy has been restored. We just hope that will take a step back on your board for more remakes or completely new entries in the series – but if that's all we get, this is Husband. These are the best Tony Hawk games ever made keep up with the latest
daily buzz with the Daily BuzzFeed newsletter! Source: Activision The world is ready. The time has come. It has been insinuated and mocked and even leaked in the last five months. Come on, Activision and Tony Hawk. It's time to stop banging around the bush and reveal Tony Hawk 5 already. If that's even what will be said. We don't
know yet. The cards are being held very close to the vest. Here's what we know: A new Tony Hawk game is scheduled to launch sometime this year for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. The first rumors of the game came from a tweet Hawk posted in November. It said, I am currently working with Activision on a console game for 2015 (along
with a new mobile game). I think fans of the THPS series will be hypnotized. In an interview that same month with TMZ Sports, Hawk confirmed that the game would come on Xbox One and PlayStation 4. This is where our specific information ends. But since the game is supposed to come out in 2015 and we're almost five months in, it
sure looks like we should have heard more by now, especially from Activision. Instead, it has been mostly Hawk himself feeding breadcrumbs to the masses, both in person and on social media. At the Consumer Electronics Show in January, he took the stage to reiterate that the game was in the works. This year's new console game on
the PlayStation 4, he said. I'll give you a hint: He's got TH on him. Then, on February 14, Hawk tweeted an image that read: Roses are red, violets are blue, Tony Hawk Pro Skater 2. It was accompanied by the text, A Romantic Poem for Valentine's Day. Also – we are working on a new THPS to be released this year. Honey, Tony. Skip
before April, and Hawk posted a very funny Instagram video showing professional skater Rob Wootton performing animations from the character selection screen at Tony Hawk's Pro Skater games. In the background you can even hear Rage Against the Machine Guerrilla Radio, a song that appeared on the soundtrack to Tony Hawk's Pro
Skater 2 of 2000. Source: Joey Youkhan via Instagram The leak in question came from an unlikely source: Tony Hawk's catering. Apparently Activision held some kind of event this month that featured the next game. The catering event was so excited to be working for Tony Hawk that he posted a photo of the event. The image shows a
group of dinner tables perseed on a medium pipe, with a projection screen in the background. On screen is the title Tony Hawk 5, a key piece of information that had not yet been announced. Catering took the picture, but not before it was immortalized elsewhere on the Internet. In response to incident, Activision effectively confirmed the
leak by issuing a statement saying Tony Hawk 5 was a working title. All in We have very little to go on if we are trying to figure out what the next game will look like. The fact that Activision is considering the title seems to indicate that it may be a return to basics take on the series. That would be a good thing, because years ago, the much-
loved series began to expand in increasingly ill-considered directions that culminated in the terrible game Tony Hawk: Ride. There are still a lot of questions left. Why references to Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2 specifically? Why haven't we seen footage of the game yet, or even a teaser trailer? If the game is really set to launch sometime this
year, shouldn't we be seeing details? Are they just waiting for E3 in June? We are running out of time for the PR company to start building a steady beat of excitement before the game launched. Then again, here I am obsessed about it and writing about it. Perhaps the drum beat has already begun, and I have fallen into its rhythm, just as
Tony Hawk and Activision have hoped. It may not be a traditional marketing campaign yet, but I have to admit it's already working. Follow Chris on Twitter @CheatSheetChris to check out tech cheat sheet on Facebook over Tech Cheat Sheet: Sheet:
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